Rod Smith has Proven that He Will Fight for Justice and Equality

It was ROD SMITH who led the fight to CLOSE THE BOOT CAMPS when a 14 year old African American boy, Martin Lee Anderson was PUNCHED, KICKED, BEATEN AND SUCCOTACED TO DEATH BY SHERIFF'S DEPUTIES and end state programs that include physical abuse or psychological intimidation of juveniles.

ROD SMITH is fighting to ensure that minorities are not intimidated or threatened on Election Day so that every election is fair and honest and voter machines have a paper record of voter's intentions.

ROD SMITH is fighting to make sure African Americans and poor people are not being dumped off the voter lists by Republican Electoral Officials.

ROD SMITH co-sponsored legislation to automatically restore the voter rights of felons after a sentence is fulfilled and they have served their time.

ROD SMITH dramatically increased the number of minority attorneys in the State Attorney's office to record levels when he was a prosecutor.
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